A Quick handrub Formulation for Hygiene application
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securities, at COMCO outlets and Bengaluru police.

As a result, public demand for hand rub sanitizers
has gone up rapidly and the market is unable to meet the
same. Hence, WHO (World Health Organization) has
released a short document to prepare quick hand rub
locally by two sets of chemicals with minimum
ingredients. The common ingredient however is an
alcohol, which is the key component to kill 99% of the
skin surface bacteria and was tested in advanced
laboratories. HPGRDC developed an improved and costFig 2: Variants of HP SAN

effective alcohol-based handrub sanitizer, HP SAN, (Fig

The optimized formulation was improvised to

1a) keeping in interests the health of HPCL personnel
and public to avoid the spread of COVID-19 and any
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being. To further enhance the user friendliness and to
encourage the use of hand rub, the formulation was
released in four variants (Fig 2). The details of the
variants are provided in the following table.
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Fragrance

Blue

Lavender

Sunset Yellow

Sandal

Apple Green

Jasmine

Plain

Citrus

